Driving With Black Skin Privilege
by Earl P. Holt III

Lying, crooked and devious blacks inevitably cry "racism" whenever they
are caught red-handed doing something illegal. A Minnesota State
Representative named John Thompson (D-67A) did exactly that when he
was stopped on July 4th in St. Paul by one of its police officers.
Thompson reflexively accused the cop who stopped him of "racial
profiling," and began chastising the officer for doing so. The officer's
body camera revealed Thompson stating:
"...You profiled me because you looked me dead in the face and I got a
ticket for driving while black...You pulled me over because you saw a Black
face in this car...What you're doing is wrong to black men, and you need
to stop that. Thank you so much but this ticket means nothing to me..."
In fact, the officer pulled Thompson over because he had no license plate
on the front of his vehicle. In addition, his Driver's License was found to be
suspended for unpaid child support, and it was also issued by Wisconsin
rather than Minnesota. In fact, Thompson is such a lying and scheming
n*gger, that he may not live in his own House District or even in Minnesota!
This prompted the Minnesota Police and Peace Officers Association to
request that Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison investigate
Thompson's "dual residency." Unfortunately, Keith Ellison is an equally
corrupt Black Muslim who never brought charges against Black Liars
Murder or Antifa for their arson, aggravated assaults and rioting in 2020.
AG Ellison is more likely to indict Bigfoot than investigate a fellow n*gger.
The precise location of Thompson's residence SHOULD be of interest to
HONEST officials in Minnesota. When Thompson registered as a candidate

with the Minnesota Secretary of State's Office in 2020, he signed an
affidavit in which he originally entered a St. Paul address, but then crossed
it out before entering a P.O. Box. Based on my extensive experience with
nigras, it wouldn't surprise me if he really DIDN'T live in Minnesota.
A courageous Republican State Senator named Mary Kiffmeyer has
requested that Minnesota's Secretary of State -- a Jewish leftist from the
leftist Democrat-Farm-Labor Party named Steve Simon -- explain how he
managed to verify Thompson's residency when Thompson ran for office
last year. I hope she realizes that Simon is more likely to find a unicorn.
She stated: "The public normally is able to view candidate filings to hold
them accountable for living where they are running. In the absence of a
public filing, it's important to know what, if any steps, the Secretary of
State took to ensure a candidate using narrow privacy protections actually
lived in the district they are required to live in."
Simon denied responsibility by citing the Minnesota statute that permits
candidates to retain privacy concerning their place of residence. He also
denied that his office had adequate "investigative or law enforcement
powers of the kind that (Kiffmeyer's) letter suggests." What a lying piece
of sh*t! The Secretary of State's office wouldn't have to PUBLISH the
addresses of state legislators, merely VERIFY them!
I hope the decent citizens of Minnesota are weary of stolen elections and
corrupt n*ggers, Moslems and Jews subverting the Rule of Law in
Minnesota. They need to investigate the 2020 Presidential Election as a
prelude to investigating every national election in Minnesota going back
20 years.
Massive voter fraud by "Democrats" didn't begin with Al Franken's stolen
election in 2008, when a duffel bag of "uncounted" ballots handed
Franken a U.S. Senate seat.

